
INFORMAL AND FORMAL DEBATE

Debate Styles (Formal & Informal). Formal. Parliamentary-style debates. Here, your students are divided into two teams
of three or four, with or without a third.

Afterward participants indicate their personal positions, perhaps including "undecided. During the debate, the
other groups will serve as the judges and decide which side presented a stronger case voting for the winners of
the debate at its conclusion. Popular Articles:. First, the affirmative group receives two minutes to present
their case to the audience. Formal Debates: Usually some version of formal debating techniques are used,
including a proposition, preparation of positions, statements and rebuttals, summaries, and voting. Here are
some simple tips to making it happen. The debate is now concluded. The two sides present their arguments in
turn, with all participants speaking. The next time your curriculum brings up a controversial issue, why not use
it as an occasion for a class debate and give your students a new and structured experience of spoken English!
For ESL classes, the overall purpose of speaking is more important than the specific outcome of the debate.
You might divide participants arbitrarily into two groups, each with an assigned position on an issue. Not only
that, they will also need additional instruction on the specific vocabulary that may be involved. They usually
involve two or several small groups who plan and present arguments on different sides of an issue, which may
not necessarily represent their personal views. This method might be preceded and concluded by an activity
like Voting with Your Feet under "Method Surveying Opinion and Information Gathering," p. Then assign one
of each pair of student groups to the affirmative. Active Listening: Working in pairs or groups of four, Person
A gives one reason for support of an issue. Often, this resolution is a proposed course of action that one team
will argue for and another will argue against. Person B listens and then summarizes or restates A's reason.
Negotiations differ from debates in that the result is not a "winning side" but a settlement that both sides can
accept. The order of speech is reversed now and the negative side presents their rebuttal and summary for the
first two minutes. These might be simulated international summit talks, labor disputes between workers and
management, or even family conflicts. Ideally a debate concludes with all participants being able to vote for or
against the proposition and discuss their positions. Though debates are often formal and structured, do not let
them intimidate you. Person A or Person C in a group of four listens and summarizes B's reason and so forth
until each person has had a chance to express at least two reasons. With ESL students, it is best to group your
students into teams to research and argue the issue rather than expecting one student to do all the work. They
might learn a thing or two about the issue as well. Then, during the preparation time in anticipation of the
rebuttal, your students should discuss with their teams the points the opposition made and decide how to refute
them. And if you are interested in more, you should follow our Facebook page where we share more about
creative, non-boring ways to teach English. After both sides have a chance to speak, both teams receive two
minutes to prepare a rebuttal and summary. By introducing structured, formal debate to your ESL classroom,
your students will benefit with listening, speaking and critical thinking skills. You can make the topic less
serious the cafeteria should include more international dishes on the daily menu or more serious the U. Make
sure all of your students understand any specialized vocabulary so the efficacy of their arguments does not
depend on simple comprehension. Choose a topic to which your students can relate and perhaps one with
practical application. The two groups prepare their arguments with each person in the group making one point
for that side. In any case, be sure that your students understand the issue and any specialized vocabulary that
goes with it. Informal Debates: Informal debates can take many forms. If you enjoyed this article, please help
spread it by clicking one of those sharing buttons below.


